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in a mathematical model building process'

for the following problem:

directly or in processed forms such as butter, yoghurt and

is the sole producer of milk in a certain region and also owns

various forms. The problem for the company is to determine

us products necessary to achieve this goal.

p(to) : po,

specles.

limiting value of p(t) for f ) te.

will provide enough food only for 6 x 1010 humans, the

respectively.r and 2.4 x 1010 in the years 1900 and 1955'

d,p

m

predict the population for the year 2020.



3. Suppose a r force and a gt force are engaged in combat. Let r(t)

respective strength of the forces at time t, when I is measured in days

combat. Conventional combat model is given by

Ug : -a r(t) - b y(t)+ P(r);d,t \/
da(t) : -d, aft) - c r(t)+ O(r).

dt

Explain the terms involved in these equations.

By using the assumptions that there is no reinforcement arrived and

occur, obtain a simplified model, and hence show that

and s(t)

from ther

no ope

r(t) : rs cosh(Pt) - wo sinh(Pt),

where p:Jbc, 1: and rs, ls are the initial strength of the respective

i

4. The fish population in a certain part of the sea can be separated into prey

flsh) r(t) and predator population(Selachians) g(f). The model governing thei

the selachians and food fish in the absence of fishing is given by

ar - bry;

-cr I dry.

dr :
dt

da:
d,t

Explain the terms involved in this model.
'uo tr"

Show that V; ' "* 
: k, where k is a constant'

Let r(f) and g(l) be the periodic solution of the above equations.

If F: + Ir' r(t) dt and 7 : + Ir' uft) dtthen show that 7: ! und g:i
period.

Hence show that a moderate amount of fishing increases the average num

and decreases the average number of selachians'


